Missing Letters

Why do birds fly south? Because it is too far to walk.

There are letters missing in each word below. Print the complete word on the blank line beside each word with missing letters.

1. •DV•S• ADVISE
2. B••R BEAR
3. •L••D ALOUD
4. THR••GH THROUGH
5. •FF•CT EFFECT
6. B•Z•RR• BIZARRE
7. TH•R••GH THOROUGH
8. D•SS•RT DESSERT
9. •XC•PT EXCEPT
10. L•S• LOSE
11. •CC•PT ACCEPT
12. ST•T•N•RY STATIONERY
13. •SL• AISLE
14. B•Z••R BAZAAR
15. •FF•CT AFFECT
16. •NV•L•P• ENVELOPE
17. THR•W THREW
18. B•R• BARE
19. ST•T•N•RY STATIONARY
20. •NV•L•P ENVELOP
21. •DV•C• ADVICE
22. •SL• ISLE
23. L•S• LOOSE
24. D•S•RT DESERT
25. •LL•W•D ALLOWED

1. To recommend.
2. This might be grizzly or polar.
3. She read the book ____ to her brother.
4. From one end to another.
5. A result or change.
6. Peculiar.
7. Complete and methodical.
8. Eat this at the end of a meal.
9. To exclude.
11. To agree to something.
12. Things used for writing.
13. You can walk down one of these.
15. The new law will ____ business owners.
16. Put a letter in one of these.
17. To toss something.
18. The room was ____ after the movers left.
20. To surround.
21. A recommendation or suggestion.
22. Another word for island.
23. Not tight.
25. Smoking is not ____ in restaurants.